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Abstract

Network-based real-time multimedia applications re-
quire guaranteed performance communication services. To
provide guaranteed service, resources have to be reserved
within the network. If reservation is based on the peak rate
of each connection, the network will be under-utilized by
guaranteed service traffic when the traffic is bursty. In this
paper, we first show that local deterministic delay bounds
can be guaranteed over a link for bursty traffic even when
the sum of the peak rates of all the connections is greater
than the link speed. Compared to previous admission con-
trol conditions, the new result allows a multi-fold increase
in the number of admitted connections when the traffic is
bursty. We then show that this new result can be efficiently
extended from a single switch to a network of arbitrary
topology by using rate-controlled service disciplines at the
switches.

1 Introduction

High speed networking has introduced opportunities for
new network-based multimedia applications such as video
conferencing, scientific visualization and medical imag-
ing. These applications have stringent performance re-
quirements in terms of throughput, delay, delay jitter and
loss rate. The best-effort service provided by the current
packet-switching networks is not adequate. New services
are needed.

Two types of new services have been proposed in the lit-
erature to support real-time multimedia applications: guar-
anteed service [9] and predicted service [3]. In a guaran-
teed service model, client-specified a priori performance
bounds are guaranteed to each connection regardless of
the behaviors of other connections. In a predicted ser-
vice model, a network dictated post facto delay bound and
playback point are provided to the communication client.
The playback point may vary and the service may be dis-
rupted due to the network load fluctuation. It is assumed

that applications using the predicted service can adapt to
the changing of the playback point and tolerate infrequent
service disruptions.

There are two important factors to consider in choos-
ing between these two service models: the quality of the
service and the cost of providing such a service. From a
communication client’s point of view, the quality of the
guaranteed service is better since the performance bounds
are guaranteed and there are no service disruptions. From
the network’s point of view, the cost of providing a ser-
vice depends on the maximum network utilization that can
be achieved. Although it is argued that the predicted ser-
vice would allow a higher network utilization by real-time
traffic than guaranteed service [3], since there is no com-
plete description of the algorithms for the predicted service,
especially the admission control algorithms, there are no
quantitative comparisons available.

In [6], two types of guaranteed services are proposed:
deterministic service and statistical service. In determin-
istic service, performance bounds are guaranteed for all
packets on a connection even in the worst case. In statis-
tical service, probabilistic performance bounds are guar-
anteed. Although the quality of deterministic service is
better, statistical service allows the network to achieve a
higher utilization by exploiting statistical multiplexing.

It is clear from the above discussion that achieving high
network utilization is one of the most important consid-
erations in providing guaranteed service, especially deter-
ministic service. To provide guaranteed service, resources
have to be reserved within the network. In general, resource
reservation schemes can achieve high network utilizations
for smooth traffic. However, many clients requiring perfor-
mance guarantees have bursty sources, for example, com-
pressed video. If reservation is based on the peak rate of
each connection, new requests will be rejected when the
sum of the peak rates of all the connections reaches link
speed. In this case, the network will be under-utilized by
guaranteed service traffic when the peak-to-average-rate



ratio is high.
Therefore, it is important to derive solutions that can pro-

vide performance guarantees even when the sum of the peak
rates of all the connections is greater than the link speed,
and to understand the relationship between the server uti-
lization and traffic burstiness. In this paper, we discuss
these issues within the framework of the Tenet real-time
channel scheme. We show that deterministic guarantees
can be provided even when the sum of peak rates of all the
connections is greater than the link speed, and reasonable
average network utilization can be achieved for determinis-
tic service even when traffic is bursty. Compared to previ-
ous admission control algorithms for deterministic service,
the new result allows a multi-fold increase in the number
of admitted connections for a single server when the traffic
is bursty.

Providing local performance bounds at a single switch
only solves part of the problem. In a networking environ-
ment, packets from different connections are multiplexed
at each of the switches. Even if the traffic can be charac-
terized at the entrance to the network, complex interactions
among connections will destroy many properties of the traf-
fic inside the network, and the traffic model at the source
may not be applicable inside the network. Since local per-
formance bounds can be guaranteed for a connection only
if the connection’s input traffic to the switch satisfies cer-
tain traffic characterization, traffic pattern distortion may
make it difficult to guarantee local performance bounds at
switches inside the network. We address this problem by
using rate-controlled service disciplines inside the network
to reconstruct traffic patterns. Rate-controlled service dis-
ciplines allows the result for a a single switch be efficiently
extended to a network of arbitrary topology.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly reviews the real-time channel scheme and
shows the limitations of previous admission control tests for
the deterministic service. Section 3 presents the analysis
which provides delay bounds for a First-Come-First-Served
(FCFS) scheduler. Section 4 gives numerical examples to
illustrate the results derived in Section 3. Section 5 dis-
cusses issues on providing end-to-end delay bounds in a
networking environment. Section 6, discusses the implica-
tions of the results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper
with a summary.

2 Background

In this section, we give a brief overview of the current
version of the Tenet resourcemanagement algorithms [9, 8].

The Tenet algorithms are based on a communication
abstraction called a real-time channel [9]. A real-time
channel is a network connection associated with traffic and
performance parameters. The parameters are provided by

����������
	����� peak rate����������������� upper bound on average rate over
�����������
	�� peak-to-average-rate ratio or burst ratio���������������� maximum burst length

Table 1: ( ����� �"!#��$&%�'(! � !*)"��$,+ ) Traffic Model

the clients to specify their traffic characteristics and perfor-
mance requirements. The traffic specification consists of
parameters ( ����� �"!#��$&%�'(! � !�)-��$&+ ), where �.����� is the
minimum packet inter-arrival time, �.$&%(' is the worst-case
average packet inter-arrival time over an averaging inter-
val,

�
is the averaging interval, and )"��$&+ is the maximum

packet size. In such a specification, it is easy to see that��$&%�'0/������ � is the peak-to-average-rate ratio, which is an
indicator of the traffic burstiness. It should be also noticed
that

�
also affects the traffic burstiness. For the given values

of ������� and ��$,%(' ,
�

determines how long the source can
continuously send packets at the peak rate in the worst case.
The larger ��$&%�'0/������ � and

�
, the burstier the traffic. Ta-

ble 1 shows the model and the interpretations of some of
the formulas. In the table, 1 denotes the link speed.

Tenet algorithms provide both deterministic and statis-
tical guarantees. For the purpose of this paper, we only
consider deterministic guarantees. For a channel with de-
terministic delay bound 2 , the network guarantees that
delays of all packets on that channel will be less than 2 as
long as the channel does not violate its traffic specification.

A channel needs to be established before data can be
transmitted. This channel establishment is achieved in the
following manner: a real-time client specifies its traffic
characteristics and end-to-end performance requirements
to the network; the network determines the most suitable
route for the channel, translates the end-to-end parameters
into local parameters at each node, and attempts to reserve
resources at these nodes accordingly. This is done in a
distributed manner during a round-trip communication.

In order to provide performance guarantees, two levels
of controls are needed: at the channel level, channel admis-
sion control algorithms reserve resources for each of the
channels and limit the maximum utilization of the network
by real-time traffic; at the packet level, the service discipline
at each of the switches determines the multiplexing policy
and allocates resources to different channels according to
the reservations.

As shown in [7, 21], many servicedisciplines canbe used
to provide real-time service. However, different service
disciplines require different admission control algorithms.
In [9], conditions are given for a variation of the Earliest-
Due-Date discipline. Three tests need be satisfied before
a new channel request can be accepted, which are: (a)
deterministic test, which limits the peak utilization of the



server to be less than 1; (b) delay bound or schedulability
test, which avoids the case of scheduling saturation; and (c)
buffer test, which ensures enough buffer space is available.
For the purpose of the discussion in this paper, we will
focus on the deterministic test 3 , which requires�4

5�6 3
7

����� � 598 )-��$&+ 51 : 7
(1)

where 1 is the link speed and � is the number of channels
traversing the link.

Although, the tests guarantee that deterministic delay
bounds can be provided, they are rather restrictive in the
sense that the sum of the peak rates of all deterministically
guaranteed connections on any link has to be less than the
link speed. If the peak-to-average-rate ratio is high, the
average link utilization by real-time traffic will be low.

3 Delay Analysis

In this section, we show that deterministic delay bounds
can be obtained even when the sum of peak rates of all
real-time channels is greater than the link speed, though
the sum of the average rates of all real-time channels has to
be less than the link speed. The result holds even for a sim-
ple discipline like FCFS. We use the bounding techniques
developed by Cruz [4]. In [4], a fluid traffic model ;=< !?>,@ is
used. A channel satisfies traffic specification ;A< !?>,@ if, for
any time interval of length B , the number of bits arriving
during the interval is no more than <DC > B . The model we
use is the discrete ; ����� �"!?�.$&%('�! � !�)"��$&+�@ model.

Backlog

Busy Period

(bit)

(ms)

Buffer State

Time

Figure 1: Concepts: Delay, Backlog and Busy Period

Figure 1 illustrates some of the concepts used in the
analysis. The horizontal axis is the time. The upper curve
in the figure is the sum of the bits that have arrived since the
origin of time. Each arrival of a packet causes an upwardE

We consider a network with non-blocking switches, where queueing
happens at the output link of each switch. The processing time of each

packet is thus equal to the transmission time, and is bounded by F�G"H?I�JK

jump in this curve. The lower curve is the number of bits
that have been transmitted. The difference between the two
curves is the backlog function. A work-conserving server
always transmits packets at a constant rate when there is
a backlog. The points where the arrival curve and the
service curve meet, or where the backlog is zero, divide the
time axis into busy periods and idle periods. Within such
a framework, the following two propositions immediately
follow, where )"��$&+ is the maximum packet size that can
be transmitted over the link, and 1 is the link speed.

Proposition 1 For a work-conserving real-time scheduler,
if for any realization of the input traffic that satisfies a given
traffic constraint, the maximum length of a busy period is
no greater than L , then L
C )"��$&+M/ 1 is an upper bound for
the delays of all packets.

Proposition 2 For a FCFS real-time scheduler, if for any
realization of the input traffic that satisfies a given traf-
fic specification, the maximum real-time traffic backlog
divided by the link speed is no greater than L , thenLMC )-��$&+M/ 1 is an upper bound for the delays of all packets.

To take into account of the effect of non-real-time pack-
ets, which have a lower priority than real-time packets, but
cannot be preempted after the beginning of their transmis-
sion, )"��$&+M/ 1 is included in the delay bounds.

Notice that in both propositions, in order to derive the
delay bound, certain upper bound values (the length of
busy period or the backlog) need to be calculated for any
realization of the input traffic. It is impossible to calculate
these upper bounds for every realization of the input traffic
because there are infinite such realizations. If we can find
one “worst-case” realization of the input traffic, and prove
that this realization gives the maximum upper bound values,
we can just analyze the scheduler for this realization and
compute the delay bound.

u (ms)

b(u) (bit)

I

Smax

I x Smax

Xmin

Xave

Figure 2: Traffic Constraint Function for (Xmin, Xave, I,
Smax) Specification



Central to the analysis is the concept of traffic constraint
function NO;*P @"Q . N 5 ;AB @ is defined to be the maximum num-
ber of bits that can arrive on channel R during any interval
of length B . For a traffic source that obeys the model; �.����� 5 !?�.$&%(' 5 ! � 5 !�)"��$&+ 5 @ , it is easy to show that N 5 ;AB @
is; ��� � ;OS B ��T L � 5

����� � 5�U ! S � 5
��$&%�' 5�U @ CVS B� 5�U S � 5

��$,%(' 5�U @?)-��$&+ 5
Figure 2 illustrates the function NO;*P @ for a channel with
traffic specification ; ����� �"!?�.$&%('�! � !�)"��$&+�@ .

The following theorem bounds the delay for a FCFS
scheduler.

Theorem 1 Let there be � channels multiplexed on a link
with a FCFS scheduler and link speed 1 . If for RXW 7 !0Y0Y�Y?!*� ,
the traffic on channel R is bounded by N 5 ;�P @ , then the delays
of packets on all the channels are bounded by L , where L is
defined by

LZW 7
1�[]\O^_�`&aMb=c

�4
506 3

N 5 ;AB @"d 1 8 BeC )"��$&+
1 f (2)

Proof.
Let g be a realization of the input traffic. If h is the

starting time instant of a busy period, and i is a time
instant within the busy period, define Nkj5 ;Ah ! i @ to be the
number of bits that arrive during the interval ;Ah ! i @ on
channel R . The maximum backlog in this realization g
is [l\0^ _,mkn o cOp �5�6 3 N j ;Ah ! i @qd 1 8 ;ri d h @ f , We have

3 � []\O^ _,m�n o c�p �506 3 N j ;Ah ! i @"d 1 8 ;ri d h @?@ fs 3 � [l\0^ _,m�n o c p �5�6 3 N 5 ;ri d h @"d 1 8 ;ti d h @#@ fs 3 � []\O^ _�`&aub cOp �5�6 3 N 5 ;AB @vd 1 8 B f
Since g is an arbitrary realization of the input traffic, from
Proposition 2. L as defined by Equation (2) is a delay bound
for packets from all channels. Q.E.D.

In the following two corollaries, we give closed-form
solutions for two special cases. Corollary 1 considers the
case when p �506 3

������� J�
��	�� J s 1 , Corollary 2 considers the

case of homogeneous sources when p �5�6 3
�(����� J����	w� JDx 1 .

Corollary 1 Let there be � channels multiplexed on
a link with a FCFS scheduler and link speed1 . Assume channel R obeys the traffic specifica-
tion ; �.����� 5 !?�.$&%(' 5 ! � 5 !�)"��$&+ 5 @ , (RyW 7 !0Y�Y0Y�!*� ). If

p �5�6 3
�(�z�k� J���
	�� J s 1 , then the delays of packets on all the

{
We use a notation that differs slightly from that in [4], where |?}�~ � is

used to denote the traffic constraint function. In this paper, |?} ~ � is used to
denote the traffic constraint function, and |=��}��k����� denotes the number of
bits that arrive between time instants � and � for an input traffic realization�

.

channels are bounded by L , where L is given by

LeW 7
1

�4
5�6 3

)"��$&+ 5 C )"��$&+
1 (3)

Proof.

L W 7
1"[]\O^`&aub c

�4
5�6 3

N 5 ;=B @vd 1 8 B f C )-��$&+
1

s 7
1 []\O^`&aub c

�4
5�6 3

S B����� � 5 U )"��$&+ 5 d 1 8 B f C )"��$&+
1

s 7
1"[]\O^`&aub ;

�4
5�6 3

; B����� � 5 C 7 @#)"��$&+ 5 d 1 8 B @ C )"��$&+
1

W 7
1

�4
5�6 3

)-��$&+ 5 C )"��$&+1 C�;
�4

5�6 3
)"��$&+ 5
������� 5 d 1 @ B 1

s 7
1

�4
5�6 3

)-��$&+ 5 C )"��$&+
1

Q.E.D.
In the proof, the first inequality holds due to the assump-

tion that the minimum inter-packet spacing is �.����� 5 . All
three inequalities become equalities when B�W�� , i.e., the
worst case backlog is at the beginning of a busy period,
when every channel sends out a maximum length packet.

Corollary 2 Let there be � homogeneous channels with
traffic specification (Xmin, Xave, I, Smax) multiplexed on a
link with the FCFS service discipline and link speed 1 . If

� 8 )"��$&+��$&%�' s 1 and � 8 )-��$&+����� � x 1 , the delays of packets

from all the channels are bounded by L , where L is given by

LeW �.����� C�; � ����� d 7
N�B���hki*� $ i � T @ � C )"��$,+

1 (4)

where � ����� W � 8 )"��$&+M/��.$&%(' 8 1 , and N�B���h�i*� $ i ��T W��$&%�'0/������ � .

Proof.
Let �� be the length of the longest interval that packets

from one channel can arrive at the scheduler with ����� �
spacing, we have,

�� W [���� c B�� N�;AB @ W N0; � @ f (5)

W ; �
��$,%(' d 7 @=������� (6)

It is easy to see that

�4
506 3

; N 5 ;=B @vd 1 8 B @ is maximized at

B�W��� .
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Figure 3: Effects of Burstiness and Utilization on Delay Bound

From Theorem 1, we have,

L W 7
1

�4
5�6 3

;=N 5 ;��� @vd 1 8 �� @ C )-��$&+1
W 7

1 ;
�4

506 3
)"��$&+ �

��$&%�' @"d �� C )"��$,+1
W � ���0� 8 � d �� C )"��$&+1
W � ���0� 8 � d ; �

��$&%�' d 7 @��.����� C )"��$&+1
W ����� � C�;�� ���0� d 7

N�B���hki*� $ i � T @ � C )"��$&+1
Q.E.D.

In (4), � ���0� is the average utilization of the link, and��$&%�'0/������ � and
�

represent the burstiness of the chan-
nels. Intuitively, the more loaded the link, and the burstier
the channel traffic, the larger the delay bound. This is ex-
actly what is shown by (4). It is important to see that the
averaging interval

�
affects the traffic burstiness. For the

given values of �.����� and ��$&%�' ,
�

determines how long
the source can continuously send packets at the peak rate
in the worst case. This is illustrated in Equation (6).

The previous two corollaries consider only two special
cases. More general result is given by the following corol-
lary:

Corollary 3 Let there be � channels multiplexed on
a link with a FCFS scheduler and link speed1 . Assume channel R obeys the traffic specifica-
tion ; �.����� 5 !?�.$&%(' 5 ! � 5 !�)"��$&+ 5 @ , (RyW 7 !0Y�Y0Y�!*� ). If

p �5�6 3
�(����� J�z�k��� J s 1 , then the delays of packets on all the

channels are bounded by L , where L is given by

LeW )-��$&+ C p �506 3
�(�z�k� J������� J-�

� 5 ; 7 d ���
	�� J������� J @ C ����� � 5��
; 7 d � �k��� @ 1

where � ���0� W
�4

506 3
)"��$,+ 5�.$&%(' 5 8 1 .

The detail of the proof is given in [19]. Though Corollary 3
is more general than Corollary 1 and 2, the bounds given
by Corollary 1 and 2 in those special cases are tighter than
those given by Corollary 3.

4 Numerical Examples

In this section, we show some numerical examples to
illustrate the results presented in the previous section. For
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Figure 4: Average and Peak Utilization vs. Delay Bound

simplicity, we consider only the situation where all the
sources have the same traffic characteristics. For hetero-
geneous sources, Corollary 3 can be used to derive delay
bounds.

Figure 3 illustrates the effects of the traffic burstiness
and the average utilization on delay bounds. The horizon-
tal axis is the peak-to-average-rate ratio of the channels,
and the vertical axis is the delay bound. The figures only
show cases when the sum of the peak rates of all the chan-
nels is greater than 1. The first thing to be noticed from
these figures is that, when the average utilization � ����� and
the averaging interval

�
are fixed, the delay bound that can

be provided increases as the peak-to-average-rate ratio in-
creases, i.e., burstier traffic results in a larger delay bound.
A dual result is that for the same delay bound, a higher
average utilization can be achieved when the traffic is less
burstier. This is shown in Figure 4. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
show the results with fixed averaging interval

�
but dif-

ferent average utilizations. It can be seen that, when the
averaging interval and the peak-to-average-rate ratio are
fixed, a higher average utilization of the link results in a
larger delay bound, i.e., the more loaded the link, the larger
the delay bound. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the results
for fixed utilization but different

�
’s. The values of I are

chosen to be multiples of 33 ms, which is the time interval
between two frames in a 30 frames/sec video stream. It
can be seen that, when the average utilization and the peak-
to-average-rate ratio are fixed, a larger averaging interval
results in a larger delay bound. The intuition is that with the
same peak-to-average-rate ratio, a larger averaging interval
means a burstier traffic; under the same average utilization
of the link, a burstier traffic results in a larger delay bound.

Figure 4 shows how much average or peak utilization can
be achieved under certain delay bound constraints, where
average and peak utilization are defined by p �5�6 3

�(�z�k� J������� J ��
and p �5�6 3

�(����� J����	w� J �� , respectively. Here average utilization
means the maximum fraction of bandwidth that can be
allocated to real-time traffic. The actual bandwidth used
by real-time traffic is below the allocated bandwidth. The
bandwidth unused by real-time traffic can be used by non-
real-time traffic. Since the maximum peak utilization of the
link is 1 under the old deterministic test defined in Equation
(1), the peak utilization can be seen as an improvement
factor of how many more channels can be accepted under
the new admission control algorithms than under the ones
with the deterministic test.

As can be seen, the peak utilization of the link by de-
terministically guaranteed performance traffic can be much
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Figure 5: Average and Peak Utilization vs. Burst Ratio

greater than 1. Compared to the admission criteria where
the sum of the peak rates of all channelshave to be no greater
than the link speed, using the admission control condition
as stated in Theorem 1 may provide a multi-fold increase in
the number of admitted channels when the traffic is bursty.

Figure 5 shows how average and peak utilization are
affected by the burst ratio. As can be seen, on the one
hand, the peak utilization, or the statistical multiplexing
gain, is higher when the burst ratio is higher; on the other
hand, the average utilization is lower when the burst ratio is
higher. This matches our intuition that higher burst ratios
provide more opportunity for statistical multiplexing but
result in lower network utilization in order to meet a specific
performance guarantee. Similar results can be obtained for
statistical service [19, 22].

5 Providing end-to-end deterministic guar-
antees

In the previous section, we showed that even for simple
service disciplines like FCFS, deterministic delay bounds
can be obtained when the sum of the peak rates of all the
channels is greater than the link bandwidth. However, the
result holds only for a single scheduler. In this section, we
extend the analysis from a single scheduler to a network of

switches, and show that end-to-end deterministic guaran-
tees can be provided in general networking environments.

In a networking environment, packets from different
channels are multiplexed at each switch. Even if the traf-
fic can be characterized at the entrance to the network,
complex interactions among channels will distort the traf-
fic pattern and destroy many properties of the traffic inside
the network. Thus, the traffic model at the source may not
be applicable inside the network. Since local performance
bounds can be guaranteed for a channel only if the channel’s
input traffic to the switch satisfies certain traffic character-
ization, traffic pattern distortion may make it difficult to
guarantee local performance bounds at switches inside the
network.

One solution to this problem is to characterize the traffic
pattern distortion inside the network, and derive the traffic
characterization at the entrance to each switch from the
characterization of the source traffic and the traffic pattern
distortion. This approach, taken in [4, 1, 15, 14], has several
limitations.

First, it only applies to networks with constant delay
links. Constant delay links have the desirable property that
the traffic pattern at the receiving end of the link is the
same as that at the transmitting end of the link. This prop-
erty is important for these solutions because central to the



analysis is the technique of characterizing the output traf-
fic from a scheduler and using it as the input traffic to the
next-hop scheduler. However, in an internetworking en-
vironment, links connecting switches may be subnetworks
such as ATM or FDDI networks. Though it is possible to
bound delay over these subnetworks, the delays for differ-
ent packets will be variable. Thus, these solutions do not
apply to an internetworking environment.

Second, most of these solutions apply only to a restricted
class of networks. Characterizing the traffic pattern inside
the network is equivalent to solving a set of multi-variable
equations [5, 15, 14]. In a feedback network, where traffic
from different channels form traffic loops, the resulting set
of equations may be unsolvable. Thus, most of these so-
lutions apply only to feed-forward networks or a restricted
class of feedback networks.

Finally, in networks with work-conserving service disci-
plines, even in the situations when traffic inside the network
canbe characterized, the traffic is usually more bursty inside
the network than that at the entrance. This is independent
of the traffic model being used. In [4], a deterministic fluid
model ;A< !#>&@ is used to characterize traffic source. A source
is said to satisfy ;=< !#>&@ if during any time interval of lengthB , the amount of its output traffic is less than <�C > B . In
such a model, < is the maximum burst size, and > is the
average rate. If the traffic of channel R is characterized by;=< 5 !?> 5 @ at the entrance to the network, its characterization
will be ;=< 5 C p 	 � 3	r ¡6 3 > 5 L 	r �n 5 !?> 5 @ at the entrance to the ��d i*¢
switch along the path, where L 	r �n 5 is the local delay for the
channel at the �t£�d i*¢ switch. Compared to the characteri-
zation of the source traffic, the maximum burst size at the�¤d i*¢ switch increases by p 	 � 3	r ¡6 3 > 5 L 	r �n 5 . This increase of
burst size grows linearly along the path.

In [14], a family of stochastic random variables is
used to characterize the source. Channel R is said to
satisfy a characterization of c ;A� o=¥=n 5 ! i 3 @�! ;=� o�¦?n 5 ! i Q @ P�PwP f ,
where � o=§�n 5 are random variables, and i 3 : i Q :Y0Y�Y are time intervals, if � o § n 5 is stochastically larger
than the number of packets generated over any inter-
val of length i 	 by source R . If the traffic chan-
nel R is characterized by c ;=� o ¥ n 5 ! i 3 @�! ;A� o ¦ n 5 ! i Q @ P�P�P f , at
the entrance to the network, its characterization will
be c ;A� o=¥�¨ p §ª©&¥§  ¡« ¥,¬ §   n 5 ! i 3 @�! ;A� o�¦=¨ p §ª©&¥§  �« ¥�¬ §   n 5 ! i Q @ PwP�P f at the

�t£Md i*¢ switch, where N 	   is the maximum busy period at
switch �r£ . The same random variable that bounds the max-
imum number of packets over an interval at the entrance of
the network, now bounds the maximum number of packets
over a much smaller interval at switch R . I.e., the traffic is
burstier at switch R than at the entrance.

In both the ;A< 5 !?> 5 @ and c ;A� o=¥=n 5 ! i 3 @�! ;=� o�¦?n 5 ! i Q @ P�PwP f , anal-
ysis, the burstiness of a channel’s traffic accumulatesat each
hop along the path from the source to destination, which
results in a low utilization of the network.
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Figure 6: Rate-Controlled Service Disciplines

Another solution to the traffic pattern distortion problem,
which we adopt in our approach, is to reconstruct the traffic
pattern at each switch with a class of non-work-conserving
service disciplines called rate-controlled service disciplines
[19]. As shown in Figure 6, a rate-controlled service dis-
cipline consists of two components, a rate-controller and a
scheduler. The rate-controller shapes the input traffic from
each channel into the desired traffic pattern by assigning
an eligibility time to each packet. The scheduler then or-
ders the transmission of eligible real-time packets from all
channels. Many types of regulators and schedulers can be
used. Different combinations of regulators and schedulers
result in different service disciplines. The class is quite gen-
eral. Most non-work-conserving disciplines proposed for
high speed networks such as Delay-EDD [18], Stop-and-Go
[11], Hierarchical Round Robin [12], and Rate-Controlled
Static Priority [20], either belong to this class, or can be
implemented by a rate-controlled service discipline with
the appropriate choices of rate-controllers and schedulers
[19].

Rate-controlled service disciplines have the following
two properties:

(1) If a channel’s traffic satisfies certain traffic character-
istics at the entrance to the network, with use of the ap-
propriate rate-controllers, the same characteristics will be
satisfied by the traffic at the entrance to each of schedulers
along the path. This allows us to perform delay analysis at
each scheduler using the same traffic characterization.

(2) The end-to-end delay of a packet in a network with
rate-controlled servers consists of the following compo-
nents: waiting time in the schedulers, holding time in the
rate-controllers and the link delays. In [19], it is shown that
the end-to-end delay can be bounded by the sum of bounds
on link delays and bounds on waiting time in the sched-
ulers; holding packets in rate-controllers will not increase
the end-to-end delay bound, although it may increase the
end-to-end average delay.



Properties (1) and (2) are significant. Property (1) means
that we can analyze the delay characteristic of each sched-
uler along a path with the same traffic characteristics of
the original source. The traffic characteristics need not be; �.�����"!?��$&%�'(! � !*)"��$&+�@ discussed in this paper. For ex-
ample, if a channel can be characterized by a MMPP at
the entrance to the network, it can be characterized by the
same MMPP at each of the schedulers. Property (2) means
that we can combine the delay analysis of each individual
scheduler and obtain the end-to-end delay characteristics of
a channel. This applies to both deterministic and statistical
analysis [19].

6 Discussion

In previous sections, we showed that even for simple
service disciplines like FCFS, deterministic delay bounds
can be obtained when the sum of the peak rates of all the
channels is greater than the link bandwidth. The question
naturally arises: why does one need more complex service
disciplines than FCFS? There are several reasons that FCFS
alone is not enough.

First, guaranteed service requires that the network pro-
tect clients from two sources of variability: misbehaving
users and network load fluctuations. The FCFS discipline
does not offer such protections. Although putting traffic
policing function at all network access points will prevent
misbehaving users from affecting other users, traffic dis-
tortions due to network fluctuations suggest that protection
should be implemented within the network using rate-based
service disciplines [21], for example, rate-controlled disci-
plines as discussed in Section 5.

The second reason FCFS is not enough is that an FCFS
server can only offer a single value of delay bound for all
the channels. However, the performance requirements for
integrated services networks will be diverse. It is important
to support multiple classes of Quality of Service. If only
one delay bound is provided as in the case of FCFS, the
delay bound has to satisfy the most stringent requirement
among all the channels, and will therefore under-utilize the
network when the requirements of channels are different. In
[20, 19], it has been shown that the Rate-Controlled Static
Priority (RCSP), which consists of a rate-controller and a
static priority scheduler, strikes a good balance between
simplicity of implementation and flexibility in allocating
bandwidths and delay bounds to different channels; also, it
can achieve a reasonably high average utilization for deter-
ministic real-time traffic even when channels have different
performance requirements.

The third reason FCFS may not be enough is that more
sophisticated service disciplines can provide better bounds
than the FCFS discipline.

In the paper, we have shown that reasonably high av-
erage utilization can be achieved for deterministic service

even when the traffic is bursty. This is only true when the
peak-to-average-rate ratio and the averaging interval are
relatively small. In our examples, the values we chose for
peak-to-average-rate ratio were 2 to 8, and the values we
chose for the averaging interval were 99 ms to 298 ms. It
should be noticed that these numbers are reasonable for
compressed video. Recent video traffic trace study shows
that the peak-to-average-rate ratio for VBR video is 1.5 -
4 [2, 13]. Also, for MPEG [10], the interval between two
intra-frame-coding frames (

�
frames) is normally between

3 to 9 frame sizes, which corresponds to 99 ms to 298 ms
when the video is played at 30 frames per second.

However, there are situations where providing only de-
terministic service may significantly underutilize the net-
work. Two solutions can be adopted to enhance the uti-
lization of the network by guaranteed performance traffic.
If applications can tolerate certain losses of data without
significantly affecting the quality, statistical services can
be provided to achieve a higher average network utiliza-
tion by exploiting statistical multiplexing [9, 17, 19]. Also,
cooperative, consenting, high-level multiplexing schemes
can be used to address the tradeoffs between the quality of
services offered to each individual clients and the overall
utilization of the network [16].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have showed that it is possible to pro-
vide deterministic delay bounds even when the sum of the
peak rates of all the channels is greater than the link speed.
Even for a simple discipline like FCFS, a reasonable av-
erage utilization can be achieved for deterministic service.
Compared to the previous deterministic test, the new result
allows a multi-fold increase in the number of connections
that can be accepted when the traffic is bursty. We have
showed that the improvement factor increases as the burst
ratio becomes higher; however, the overall average link
utilization is lower when the burst ratio is higher. By us-
ing rate-controlled service disciplines,we efficiently extend
the result to general networking environment of arbitrary
topology, which includes both feedback and feed-forward
networks, and internetworks with variable but bounded link
delays.
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